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SUMMARY'
Total field magnetic values (ecor~ed dUring a survey by RRS Charles Darwi1off Ghana

yielded large track-crossover errors qf up to 120 n;r (RMS'value of 5SJ~T), which

masked the weak magnetic anomalies in this equat,brial~egion,3he headi~g effect of

the ship's magnetic field and strong idiumal varia~ion in rhe" Earth's field are likely

causes of the errors. A h~ading effect lexperiment shows differences of up to 30 nT for

Charles Darwin on different headings, which have been cp*~c,edi 'for; The di.~rnal

variation has been dalc~lated by using the magnetic field' obsel1Vations the~selves,
because observatories are either too distant or were i~operativel at the time iof the

survey. A method that uses the anomalies corrected for heading effect and differences
at track crossovers was found to prqduce an acceptable curve, with an amplitude of

120 nT and a shape similar to that of equatorial observatories. Fully corrected
anomalies have crossover errors of up to only 40 nT with an RMS value of 17.5 nT.

These anomalies reveal a linear magnetic anomaly low along the continental slope
off Ghana. ,
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.
the field depends on the magnetic properties of the ship. As

tpese are often difficult to quantify, a simple experiment
requiring measurements to be made oyer the same, location on

a variety of headings is used. The method of calculating the

diurnal, variation needs to correct for amplitu#es of up to

200 nT in regions influenced by the equatorlial electrojet
(Parkinson 1983). Whi~marsh & Jones (1969) sug$est a metho.j

for sc<tling observatorY diurnal curves for use in marine

equatonal conditions ~n the Gulf of Aden. For : a number of

cases, including the data set in lthe Gulf of Guineaj local

observ~tory data are not avail~ble, so t~e viabi1ity o~ using
more remote data is discussed 'and'xhetbodsofproducing a

curve from the ship data alone are d~yeloped. The fJasibility

of usirig a small data set is studiedher~~ This can be compared
to the'method of LaBrecque, Cande & Jarrard (1985) 'for

extracting a diurnal signal from a large compilation of marine

magnetic measurements.

DATA COLLECTION

Total field magnetic measurements were made between 1991

January 8 and 27 on RRS Cha~les Darwin Cruise 55 (CD55)

in the Gulf of Guinea (Fig. 1) using a proton precession
magnetometer; the measurements were then reduced to anom-

alies using IGRF85 (Barrac1ough 1987). This was part of a

study" centred on wide-ang1e seismic experiments (Edwards

INTRODUCTION

Marin~! magnetic surveys generally measure the magnitude of

the total field vector. At low latitudes this vector has a small

inclinati9n and total field anomalies are. weak (generally less

than 100 nT) when magnetizatron contrasts strike approxi-

mately north-south. As it happens, linear magnetic anomalies

generated by sea-floor spreading are commonly in this orien-

tation in equatorial regions. Severe problems also arise in

measuring these weak anomalies because the Earth's geomag-

netic field contains a large contribution from diurnal variation

near the equator. especially in the horizontal compqnent
(Parkinson 1983). Large mismatches of the order of 100 nT

are often noted in studies of ship-track crossover points, and

for this reason it is necessary for the readings to be corrected

for diurnal variation before production of contour maps and

anomaly interpretation. The effects of the ship's heading on

the field strength at the magnetometer towed astern should

also be considered when anomalies are likely to be weak. In

this paper we test critically methods for the removal of the

unwanted diurnal and ship's heading variation using data

recorded by the RRS Charles Darwin in the Gulf of Guinea

on cruise CD55 (Whitmarsh & Scrutton 1991).
The method for correcting data for the variation in the

ship's magnetic field with heading direction follows the experi-

ments of Bullard & Mason ( 1961). These authors show that
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Figure 1. Data collection area and preliminary magnetic anomaly
map for RRS Charles Darwin Cruise 55 (CD55), 1991 January
6-February 5. Thin solid lines show ship tracks on which magnetic
data were recorded, dashed lines are bathymetric contours in metres.
The magnetic anomalies are at 50 nT intervals with solid lines indicat-
ing positive anomalies and dotted lines indicating negative anomalies.
The magnetic anomalies have been calculated relative to IGRF85 but
no other corrections have been applied (Whitmarsh & Scrutton 1991).
The inset shows the position or the surveyed area (box) relative

to Ghana.

1994 ), of the crustal structure across the transform passive

margin defined by the Romanche Fracture Zone between the

Ghanaian shelf and the oceanic Guinea Basin. Magnetic

anomalies are small in this area, not more than 150 nT peak

to peak according to previous surveys (Mascle 1977; Delteil

et al. 1976). However, large mismatches of this order were

noted id preliminary studies of the Charles Darwin data at

track crossover points and it was therefore d~cided that the

readirigs\should be corrected for diurnal variation and the

effects of the ship's heading.

equation for C2 is of the fonn:

C2 =0.5allHcos 1, (2)

where all is a constant that represents the contribution from

the induced magnetization of the sh1p; H is the horizontal

component Qf the field, and I is the Inclination of the field.

The fonn of the variation with heading direction calculated by

Whitmarsh ~ Jones (1969) for the RRS iDiscoveryl is shown

in Fig. 2. A curve of this form should be fitted to the observed

data co\lected by the Charles Darwin.

To determine the likely errors due to the varying magnetic

field qf the ship at different headings, an experiment was

carrieq out on 1991 January 26 between 1124 and 1318 Local

Solar Time (iLST) at 4°10'N, 0°07'W. The experiment iqvolved

setting the s~ip at various headings oyer a'smal!, ma~~tically

smooth area during what was considered to be the pe~* of the

diurnal cur"e so that diurnal influence was minilT1al. The

magnetometer was towed about three ship lengths{ther Charles

Darwin is aRProximately 70 !m in length) behind the ship. The

ship tracks ~re shown in Fig. 2. :

A least-sq~ares-fit curve for the h~a4i~g:cotrectionexperi:-

ment, in the! fonn or the equation giv,enbyj ~ul!ard & Mason

( 1961 ), was balculated. The value, of F w~$ ~ncorporated i~to

Co and the Isine tenns discarded due to" their small size. !49

readings, at 2 min intervals, were used to 'cal6ulate the 'headIng

effect and each point was weighted (WE) using the reciprocal of

the error in calculation of the heading direction. The heading

direction had been calculated using navigation data and the

error judged by observation, applying the fact that larger

errors are associated with turning curves than with the straight

courses. Another problem associated with the turning curves

is that the magnetometer will no longer be directly astern of

the ship, thus introducing errors. This is ,because the direction

is calculated from data obtained at tWo-minute intervals,

causing the heading to be an average of that seen over the

two minutes.

The least-isquares curve shows a good fit to the data (Fig. 2).

The maximum distance of points from the curve is only 15 nT.

The scatter' is caused by diurnal variation and errors in the

hea~ing di~~ctions. !~ ~rder to investigate th~ ~iurn i r contri-
butIon, which was InItIally assumed to be IDlmmal hen the

experiment /i'las carried out" the points were labelled cording
to the time of recording. Th~ recorded values show ad~wnward
trend in m~gnitude through time, c()nsistent withth~diurn;i1
trend; and ~his is the major cause of the scatter of tbepoints.
However, it is considered that they care evpnlydi~tribut~d
around thel curve and are unlikely ~o rhaJe biased the calcu-
lation to a significant level. The assumption:~a:t the experimcent
was being carried out at a ~ime of mi~iW~r diurnal effect was

clearly not true.
The heading correction experiment produced good results

with small error margins, although the ratio of the amplitude
of the side lobes to the centre peak is noticeably smaller than
that obtained by Whitmarsh & Jones ( 1969) (Fig. 2). This is

likely to be due to a relatively lower value of the horizontal
component of the field in the Gulf of Guinea when compared !

to the Gulf of Aden, thus producing a lower value of C2. -Als~.;

HEADING CORRECTION

If the ship's field is assumed to be small in comparison with
the Earth's field, F, Bullard & Mason (1961) give an equation
to predict the contribution of the ship's heading to the field

measurement,

FQ=F + Co+ CI cos 8+ C2 cos 28+S1 sin 8+S2 sin 28, (1)

where 8 is the ship's heading, F Q is the field measured at a
point Q astern, and COo Cj, C2, SI and S2 are constants
dependent on the ship's magnetic properties, the local value of
the Earth's magnetic field and Q's position relative to the ship
(Whitmarsh & Jones 1969).

The sine terms in eq. ( 1) are dependent on the symmetry of
the ship and are small relative to the cosine terms for a
magnetically symmetric ship, so can be neglected for the
Charles Darwin. The contribution of constant C2 reaches a
maximum at the magnetic equator and is zero at the poles, as
it is related to longitudinal magnetization, which means that
the variation with field is at a maximum at low latitudes. The

to be the same as those of RRS Discovery, which was

1 RRS Discovery was rebui1t 1991-92 so the curve calculated
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the Gulf of Aden. Further studies of the effect of the heading

correction on the data are reported later in this paper.

The Charles Darwin cruise data were corrected for heading

effect according to the equation shown below, where the

heading correction has been set to zero for 00 heading,

Heading correction = 5.5- 12.9 cos 8 + 7.4 cos 28. ( 3 )

for 1991 January, but note that it is generally preferable to

wait until more global measurements of magnetic activity are

available, such as Ap. The K index is used to give a general
idea of conditions in order to decide if any data should be

discarded as being unrepresentative of the general state of the

diurnal field. It varies between zero and nine, where nine is

the mos~ disturbed. All the marine data were recorded on days

with a 1<; index value of less than four so the.infiuence of any

magnetic storms was considered to be 'negligible.

Preliminary results of a study of diurnal variatiQn at sea by
Price ( 1~68) indicate a 12 hr wave superimposed o~ the normal

diurnal variations. The oceans constitute a condu~tor and are

subject to tidal motions. so it might be expectedi that some

sort of dynamo is operating (Parkinson 1982). iThis 'coast

effect' means that observatories near the coasts orl~rge oceans

are. u~suitable for. correcting ocean ~agnetic sul'v9Ys for time
vanatlon~ (Vacquler 1972). Care must th~refore be taken when

transferri~g land-based diurnal observations to a marine
setting. !

With this consideration of the factors ,affecting the shape of

the diurnal curve offshore Ghana in mind, a number of

methods were tried to establish a usable curve.

1,1

METHODS FOR OBTAINI,NG A DIURNAL

CURVE

For a survey in the Gulf of Aden, which is under the influence

of the equatorial electrojet, Whitmarsh & Jones ( 1969) used

the scaling of local observatory data at a similar magnetic

latitude to obtain a diurnal curve. They were fortunate to have

data available from several local observatories, including Addis

Ababa, that were operating at the time of the cruise. No data

froni a loCal observatory were available for the time :of cruise

CD.55 in the Gulf of Guinea. The only data that I could be

obtained of a high enough quality to be used were (rpm Addis

Ababa (9.03°N, 38.17°E) and Bangui (4.44?N, i 18.57°E).

Available data from Ibadan, Nigeria {7.43°N, 3.~0°E) for

1992 January were of pOor quality (much high frequency

variation and disturbance)! and it was felt thaf the infiuen,Ce :of

the ,~Iectro~et would bemuchgreateDrhere !than in" the "area lof

the cruise. ~is may also be true for Ad~s ~baba. S.ince the

data available and suitable for use were Inot from the same

epoch as the cruise (1970 January from Addis Ababa and

1982 January from Bangui) it was felt that other influenCes

may affect the form of the diurnal curves (for example, no data

were available on the secular variation or long-term movement

of the eIectrojet). For these reasons it was decided that the

observatory data would be used for the purpose of comparison
alone and other methods for obtaining a diurnal curve would

be studied.

As the diurnal variations have a larger amplitude than the

majority of the anomalies to be studied, !it is possible that an

average of the daily records of magnetic anomalies would

remove the influence of anomalies and provide a form of

diurnal curve. Tills assumes that the anomalies are randomly

distributed and of small amplitude relative to diurnal variation.

The v plume ! of data must be sufficient to ~~e th~ errors

so th~t errots are small compared to the variation. ~so, the

data must be evenly spread over time and area. Since ~ata on

the cruise were recorded at 2 min intervals, if all the data

recorded at each time, t, in the day are added and avetaged, a

DIURNAL VARIATION

To a first approximation, diurnal variations are functions of

latitude and local time. The diurnal curve that we wish to

obtain is that of variation through time. In an equatorial

marine setting there are various factors affecting the form of

the curve, which include the latitudinal effect and equatorial

electrojet, variation through local time, seasonal effect, storm I
effect and oceanic and coastal effects. It is important to

minimize these effects in order that cruise data aDd data

external to the cruise are equivalent in as many ways as

possible, so that a generally applicable curve for the time of

the cruise can be produced. In order to do this, the relative

influence of the factors must be determined. Two methods are

studied with the aim of obtaining a diurnal curve: first, by

averaging all values obtained at the 'same' time of day and

second, by fitting crossover differences to an assumed form of
diurnal variation.

At low latitude, the horizontal component of the magnetic

field has a single maximum near miOday LST and is almost

constant during the night. Variation of the vertical component

is less clear and shows a large dependence on the influence of

the equatorial electrojet. The electrojet is a narrow band of

high east-west ionospheric conductivity centred at the mag-
netic dip equator that results in the flow of an intense equatorial

current of about 600 km width (at 75 per cent peak value)

(Campbell 1989). The electrojet effect on the horizontal compo-
nent is to;produce an increase in amplitude above the world-

wide solar quiet values at :t 5° from the dip equator. In Ghana,

the magnetic equator passes through the point 9°46'N,

oo50'v/ :tO1' and crosses ooE at 9°40'N. The equator remains

within 1 km of its mean position in the short term (Osborne

1962). The electrojet is considered to be effective as far south

as the coast of Ghana (Hut ton, V.R.S., private communication).

This would imply that there is very little electrojet effect in the

main area of data collection at 3-4°N, although this may still

be sufficient to influence the shape of the diurnal curve. The

phase of the equatorial electrojet current leads the worldwide

Sq current by oDe hour, which affects the amplitude and

symmetry of the diurnal curve at a station due to the currents'

relative strengths. Fig. 3 shows three forms of the quiet-day

variation curve of H near the electrojet. On a longer time-

scale, semi-annual variations can be seen in the amplitudes of

Sq (Campbell 1989), so it is important to compare observatory
data from the same time in the year (January) with the cruise

data when using observatory records.

Magnetic storms produce irregular variations which may
distort or obscure the diurnal variation. In order to quantify

the amount of magnetic disturbance, and thus decide whether

the daily curve is purely diurnal in origin, 'indices' of degree

of disturbance are used. The K index (Lincoln 1967), despite

its local nature, is used since it was the only one available on

the British Geological Survey Geomagnetism Information Net

I
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data obtained from the observatories at Addis Ababa and

Bangui. 11otal field was measured on t,he cruise so the observ-

atory data, which are given in terms of the horizontal (H) and.

vertical (Z) components, were converted to total field. A

comparison of the cruise averaged curve and diurnal curves

from Addis Ababa ( 1970) and Bangui (1982) is shown in Fig. 5.

The curve from Addis Ababa and that produced from the

cruise data have similar amplitudes (90 nT peak to peak),

while that of Bangui shows lower amplitude (60 nT). This is

probably due to the field at Bangui being less influenced by

the electrojet, due to its distance from the magnetic equator.

The maxi,num amplitude appears at approximately midday

LSTln alii cases. The averaged curve from'the cruise data does

not ishow !the normal low variation at, night time but it is not

clear whether this is a marine tidal effect (semi-diurnal vari-

ation) or Idue to contamination by magnetic an~malies. In

a,= 4)

where dt is the averaged magnetic anomaly value at each 2 min

value of t, L at is the sum of the values of the magnetic

anomalies recorded on the cruise at time of day t, and "t is

the number of recordings at that time. The heading correction

has been applied prior to averaging. The results of this method

are shown in Fig.4. A continuation of this method is to further

average the 2 min average values to obtain hourly means,

which excludes high-frequency variation, thus producing a

smoother curve. The amplitude of the curve is decreased due

to the process of averaging.

As a check on the validity of the method of producing the

curve, initially the hourly averaged curve was compared to

tO 1996 RAS, GJI 125, 123-
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no navigation errors. The magnetic value that occurred earlier

in the d~y was subtracted from a second value, recorded later

in the day, to give a value for diurnal change between the two

times. 11aking the heading correction into account produced

greater coherence of data, as would be expected. If the averaged

curve is: an accurate representation of diurnal variation there

would pe a one-to-one correlation in the diu~nal change

predicteli by each method. This is not the case, a~ Ican be seen

order to determine this, it was decided to check it against data

from track crossover points.

The ship's track crossed 14 times during the study in the

main data collection area. The values of the readings at each

point should be identical if diurnal and heading variation have

been removed correctly (assuming no change in diurnal vari-

ation from day to day during the cruise and no significant

secular variation for the time interval involved) and there were

{01996 RAS, GJIi 125, 123-131
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Figure 8. Total field magnetic anomalies in the Charles Darwin survey

area (outlined by dotted line) contoured at 50 nT intervals. The data

have been corrected for ship's heading effect and diurnal variations

(compare with Fig. 1). Some profiles published by Mascle (1977) are

included to the north-east and south-west but are not contoured in

because corrections to the data are unknown. Along these profiles

negative anomalies are shaded. Note that the prominent negative

anomaly associated with the continental slope (Romanche Fracture

Zone) can be followed to the ,south-west from the Darwin survey but

not to the north-east.

using the track crossover errors,leven With 'only relatively few

(14 in this case) crossovers and incomplete coverage through

time. If there \vere plenty of crossovet points at closely spaced

times spanning the full 24 hr the errors would be smaller and

a more acc\lrate curve produced. It shorld be noted that the

ability to use track crossovers for this type of work is due to

the improvement in navigation method~, especially the intro-

duction of GPS, together with the presence of shallow magnetic

gradients. IDue to these factors, errors in the location of the

cross()vers are minimized and do not contribute significant

errors to the magnetic values at the crossover points~ As can

be seen, the diurnal and heading corrections can ~ ake the

difference between being able to use the magnetic data for

interpretatiOn and having a data set which cannot be used due

to masking iby noise. Rega~dless of the small ampljtu~e of the

anomalies, ~hey influence the shape andcamplitudeor~ny curve

calculated by averaging and therefore,cannotc,beiuserl 10,
p roduce a .Jiurnal curve. I i!r':'":"' i" ",",,"i," I !

4 ! I" " " !

The ship's heading effect for I RR$ Cha~les Darwin in low

latitudes is seen to be significant. rhe ampl1~ude Qfthe heading

correction is inversely related to the magnetometer's distance

astern of the ship. It would be advisable for all magnetic

surveys with this ship to conduct a short heading-effect

experiment to allow corrections to be made.
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could be worked into a survey and they were evenly spaced

throughout the 24 hr.

The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 7, along with the lines

used to produce it. If this curve is compared with that from

Addis Ababa, a close resemblance can be seen. The time lag

in the peaks is explained by their relative longitudes. If this

curve is used to correct the magnetic data, mismatches at

crossover points are improved from an RMS value of 58.7 nT

to one of ~7.5 nT, which gives a measure of the improvement

in the data'. and an estimate of the errors in this method. A

contour anomaly map at 50 nT intervals was drawn (Fig. 8),

with data from earlier cruises in the area used to identify the

location of local magnetic highs and lows. Since the diurnal

influence in these earlier data sets is not known, their anomaly

values could not be fully integrated with the Charles Darwin

data. If Figs 1 and 8 are compared, it can be seen that the

latter map has contours that are less random in appearance

and the shorter-wavelength features, related to track spacing,

have been removed.

Two features of the total field magnetic anomalies in this

continental margin setting, where the Romanche Fracture

Zone defines the continent-ocean boundary, are apparent in

the contour map-a linear!low over the continental slope, and

an area of very weak anomalies of around -50 nT over the

continental rise, interrupted only by two small highs in the

south-east. An interpretation of these results is being prepared

for publication (Edwards, Whitmarsh & Scrutton, in

preparation).
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ID this area of weak magnetic anomalies, it is possible to

produce a diurnal curve from data recorded solely on a cruise
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